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Abstract
In today’s scenario social networking sites are a part and parcel of our lives
that are hard to be avoided by anyone. These SNS are contributing in bringing
people together from various communities of similar interest at a single
collaborated destination. This not only helps people in sharing their views,
experiences, likes and dislikes regarding a common topic of interest. Moreover
most of the active and vibrant users have a great impact on influencing others
views and thoughts. Such an impact can be negative as well as positive
depending upon the conveyer and receptor’s ability to think and understand
and these factors effect on how a person react to a particular situation and
there by influence others.
Keywords: Emotion mining, SNS, mining techniques, PIM, influential text

Introduction
Emotions are a mandatory part of human nature that can be considered as hereditary.
Also it has been found that expression of a particular emotion by different human
being is identical. Some persistent emotions that last much longer result in mood.
Mood can be a result of a combination of certain emotions of a person. On the whole
emotions can be categorised into two: basic and complex. Basic emotions are joy,
sadness, anger, fear, disgust and surprise as defined by Ekman [10], [11], [12]. The
complex emotions are a combination of two or more basic emotions that are
experienced by a person at an instance. Even though emotions have no clear
boundaries but Plutchik [26], [27] proposes a theory with eight basic emotions which
include Ekman's six along with trust and anticipation. Plutchik has organized the
emotions in a wheel (Figure 1). The radius indicates intensity, closer to the centre, the
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higher the intensity. Plutchik [27] also proposed that the eight basic emotions form
four contrasting pairs like joy & sadness, anger & fear, trust & disgust, and
anticipation & surprise.

Fig. 1 Plutchik wheel of emotions [26]

There is scientific proof that at least five different emotions (fear, disgust, anger,
happiness, sadness) are demonstrably different in the logic of triggering different
combinations of brain parts adding surprise results in Ekman’s main list of six basic
emotions. Ekman’s evidence found in support of emotions being basic is a set of six
general characteristics common to all basic emotions. The above list ignores some
emotions that are considered important by other researchers, like anxiety, guilt,
shame, envy, jealousy, compassion and love. From the perspective of human felt
experiences rather than at the neurological levels, it seems that there are two
fundamental dimensions rather than a collection of differing kinds of emotions. First,
the valence of an experienced emotion is the degree to which it is strongly positive or
negative. Second level is level of arousal felt that is the amount of energy perceived.
A consequence of this is that identifying valence and arousal linked to a particular
word is likely to be far easier and more reliable than other types of emotion detection.
Almost contracting the valence-arousal model of emotion perception, there is
evidence that levels of positive and negative emotion are not correlated: a person can
simultaneously experience varying levels of both, although they may be perceived as
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separate simultaneous emotions for instance, enjoying the fear in bungee-jumping or
missing a loved one.

Related Work
The world has basically changed as the Internet has become a universal means of
communication. Social Media are at the heart of our communications and are among
the most visited places on the Web. SNS like Facebook, Friendster, MySpace and
Orkut have established themselves as very popular and powerful platforms for finding
friends and identifying other people who have similar interest. Search behaviour of
Web users reflects the interest of Web users and this also leads to similar profiles.
Some research has also being carried out so as to identify people who are highly
associated with similar interest of Web search as stated by Gun Woo Park et al. [18].
Sentiment analysis (or opinion mining) is defined as the task of finding the opinions
of authors about specific entities/events. The decision-making process of people is
hindered by the opinions made by thought leaders and perceptions made by ordinary
people [32]. Baumer et al. [4] also mentioned that social networking Websites provide
a platform for engaging people belonging to different communities and regions.
Social networks facilitate their users to communicate with people exhibiting different
morals and social cultures. These Websites provide a very powerful medium for
interaction among individuals that leads to mutual learning and sharing of valuable
knowledge as studied by Sorensen [30]. The most popular social networking Websites
are those that allow people to communicate with each other by joining different
communities/groups. Social networking can solve coordination problems among
people that arises due to geographical distance mentioned by Evans et al. [14], Li et
al. [22] in their literature and can increase the success of social campaigns as said by
Baumer et al. [4], Li & Khan [21] by disseminating the required information
irrespective of time and place/location. However, in social networking Websites,
people commonly use unstructured or semi-structured language for communication.
In everyday life conversation (as noticed on social networking sites), people do not
care about the spellings and accurate grammatical structure of a sentence that may
leads to different types of ambiguities/ doubts, like lexical, syntactic, and semantic as
mentioned by Sorensen [30]. Therefore, extracting logical patterns with correct
information from such unstructured form is a critical task to perform. Their usergenerated content allows the gathering of immensely many information that cannot be
processed entirely by the users. Thus it is of interest to understand how these users are
deciding, what pieces of information they are trusting and what are the reasons that
influenced them as found out by Martin [20].
Text mining can be a solution of above mentioned problems. Sorensen defines
text mining as a knowledge discovery technique that provides computational
intelligence [30]. The technique consist of multidisciplinary fields, such as text
exploration, feature retrieval, natural language processing, and mined data
classification based on logical and non-trivial patterns from large data sets. The text
mining techniques are turned out to be more complex in contrast to data mining due to
the unstructured and fuzzy nature of text [19]. Unique challenges exist when we try to
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apply text mining to social media data. The data generated by social networking sites
and blogs is big data. A large amount of unstructured and semi-structured data is
generated on a daily basis, and old-style relational databases cannot efficiently
support real-time analytics based on the text. Big data and NoSQL database provide a
solution to this bulky data. Social media data, if not collected and adequately stored at
regular intervals, is essentially delicate. Most open source social listening tools only
store a few days’ worth of social media data history. Twitter is the only SNS that
recently announced that an entire history of data will be available, but that data will be
restricted to comments posted specifically by the account holder [9]. This data is
available from some of the large social data providers, such as Gnip and DataSift [9].
Since the last decade as the e-commerce has flourished so is the significance of
knowing the views of users is also becoming important to companies who have
adopted e-trading. Internet contains a treasure of data that can be mined to detect
valuable opinions, with inferences even in the political field. The snippets of text are a
gold mine for companies that want to observe their reputation and get timely feedback
about their products and actions. It’s not just in the field of online selling sites but also
the SNS that have become a hub for people of similar interest a lot of valuable
information can be mined from online social media. The process of mining personal
information from social networking sites is known as PIM (Personal Information
Mining) [3]. Personal information mining can find out the hidden relationship and
features of the target people which can be used for active post operation. The original
attributes which are included in the personal information usually have high dimension
and redundancy which often lower down data mining efficiency.

Fig. 2 Flowchart of PIM [3]

The mining of emotions can be done at two levels, binary level and discrete level.
Binary level defines a particular text with positive or negative polarity. But as the
research was further carried out by several other researchers it was found out that
binary level of sentiment analysis is not sufficient to analyse all the emotions related
to a particular comment. After that basic emotions were mined as per defined by
Ekman and Plutchik. Analysis of text having basic emotions is easier but text having
sarcasm; condition and question need unique strategies. Sarcasm is extremely difficult
to detect and it exists mainly in political perspective. One solution for identifying
sarcastic sentences is described by Tsur et al [32].
A feature optimization method was proposed to resolve the problem by GuilanHu
& Xiaochun Cai [17]. The method with the purpose of data dimensionality deduction
is based on the association of rough set theory with PCA approach. The classification
features are derived by following two steps of optimization and deduction operation.
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Minas et al. [24] stated that the State-of-the-art techniques for probability sampling of
users of online social networks (OSNs) are based on random walks on a single social
relation that defines friendship between two nodes, and these methods rely on the
fully connected graphs”. Other than these relations other relations also exist between
OSN users, such as involvement in the same group or participation in the same event.
So as to exploit such graphs we perform a random walk on the union of multigraphs.
A graph is randomly selected and walked through in a way to perform multigraph
sampling after each iteration. He also concluded that multigraph sampling is a novel
technique for random walk sampling of OSNs using multiple underlying relations
because it is more robust to poor connectivity and clustering for node to node
relations. Multigraph sampling generates probability samples in the same manner as
conventional random walk methods [24]. Recently, researchers have used decision
trees and hierarchical clustering as text mining techniques for group recommendation
in Facebook where user can join the group based on similar patterns in user profiles
and interests as per Baatarjav [5]. In research by Durga & Govardhan [8], the authors
proposed a new model for textual categorization to capture the relations between
words by using WordNet ontology. This has also been found out by Xu et al. [33].
The proposed approach maps the words comprise of same concepts into one
dimension and present better efficiency for text classification. The authors indicated a
best practice in information extraction process based on semantic reasoning
capabilities and highlighted various advantages in terms of intelligent information
extraction [33] as well as elaborated the suggested methods, like query expansion and
extraction for semantic based document retrieval.
Most of the existing research papers cover the text mining techniques without
mentioning the pre-processing phase as done by Yin et al. [34], Xu et al. [33] that is
an important phase for the simplification of text mining process. Several techniques
have been used to automate emotion mining. These can be generally, with some
exceptions, classified into three categories: (i) Keyword Spotting: The first category
employs Keyword Spotting as stated by Mohamed and Hazem [23]; it is based on a
lexicon or a dictionary grouping words that have emotional implications. These
techniques predict the emotions of the writer by identifying these affective words
from the text. These techniques are popular because of their simplicity and
economical advantage. However, they rely on individual word that is why they
perform poorly when the sentence structure is more intricate, (ii) Lexical Affinity:
The second category employs Lexical Affinity measures. These techniques are a bit
more refined than keyword spotting where they assign for each word a probabilistic
affinity for a certain emotion. Similar to keyword spotting, lexical affinity techniques
perform poorly when facing intricate sentence structures, and (iii) Statistical Natural
Language Processing: The third category uses Statistical Natural Language
Processing techniques. These techniques employ machine learning algorithms to learn
words’ lexical affinities and words’ co-occurrence frequencies [31, 7]. Unfortunately,
the findings have no predictive value unless a large text corpus is used for training,
especially in the social networks domain where the used language lacks proper
structure and statistical rules are harder to learn; thus it might not be feasible to use
these techniques simply because openly available training data are hard to find.
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Ronen Feldman [29] has explained five problems within the field of sentiment
analysis Document-level sentiment analysis; Sentence-level sentiment analysis;
Aspect-based sentiment analysis; Comparative sentiment analysis; and, Sentiment
lexicon acquisition.
Document-level sentiment analysis is assumed that the document contains an
opinion on one main object expressed by the author of the document. There are two
main approaches to document-level sentiment analysis: supervised learning and
unsupervised learning. The supervised approach assumes that there is a finite set of
classes into which the document should be classified and training data is available for
each class. Unsupervised approach to document-level sentiment analysis are based on
determining the semantic orientation (SO) of specific phrases within the document
[29]. If the average SO of these phrases is above some predefined threshold the
document is classified as positive and otherwise it is deemed negative.
In Sentence-Level Sentiment Analysis a single document may contain multiple
opinions even about the same entities so for simplification we further assume there is
a single opinion in each sentence. So as to implement this assumption we split the
sentence into phrases where each phrase contains just one opinion. But this technique
is applicable to only subjective data.
Aspect-based sentiment analysis (also called feature-based sentiment analysis) is
the research problem that focuses on the recognition of all sentiment expressions
within a given document and the aspects to which they refer. The entities that have
many aspects or attributes and people have a different opinion about each of the
aspects.
In some cases we need to identify the sentences that contain comparative opinions
and to extract the preferred entities in each opinion. In most of the cases it is found
that adjectives and adverbs are used such as most, more, least, superior, prefer are
encountered in comparative sentiment analysis.
The sentiment lexicon is the most crucial resource for most sentiment analysis
algorithms. There are three options for acquiring the sentiment lexicon: manual
approaches in which people code the lexicon manually, dictionary-based approaches
in which a set of seed words is expanded by utilizing resources like WordNet and
corpus-based approaches in which a set of seed words is expanded by using a large
corpus of documents from a single domain.
Automatic systems for analysing emotional content of text follow many different
approaches: a number of these systems look for specific emotion denoting words [13],
some determine the tendency of terms to co-occur with seed words whose emotions
are known [28], some use hand-coded rules [25] and some use machine learning and a
number of emotion features, including emotion denoting words [2], [1]. Recent work
by Bellegarda [6] uses sophisticated dimension reduction techniques to automatically
identify emotion terms, and obtains marked improvements in classifying newspaper
headlines into different emotion categories. Goyal et al. [16] move away from
classifying sentences from the writer's perspective, towards attributing mental states
linked to entities mentioned in the text. Federico et al. [15] also stated that despite
much progress in Natural Language Processing (NLP), this field is still a long way
from a full Natural Language Understanding (NLU). Basically NLU requires
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processing and knowledge that goes beyond parsing and lexical lookup and that is not
explicitly conveyed by linguistic elements.

Conclusions
Emotion generation and analysis have a number of practical applications including
managing customer dealings, human machine interaction, information retrieval,
natural text-to-speech systems, and in social and literary analysis. However, only a
limited-coverage on emotion resources exist, and that too only for English language.
Recent research has shown that it is advisable to handle different types of sentences
by different strategies. Some specialized tools must be devised to mine particular
emotions from variable sources of data which provide precise results. Also such tools
need to be developed that can access and process multilingual data sets. We all are
just near the basics; it’s a long way to go.
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